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Almost __________ has a smartphone. They’re used to make calls and send __________ . However, they do 

much more. 

These machines let us __________ with the internet, play games, take pictures and __________ files. A smart-

phone is like a phone, camera and small __________ in one box.

Smartphones weren’t __________ until about ten years ago. Before smartphones, __________ phones were 

used to make calls and send ____________ messages. The first Smartphone was the IBM Simon. It was on sale 

in __________ . It was a simple ____________ of the smartphone we see today. The Simon was a mobile phone 

with a __________ screen that could send and receive __________ and faxes.

In 1997, the Swedish __________ Ericsson made a new phone. It was called the “smartphone.” That was how 

the word “smartphone” __________ . Soon many companies started making smartphones. Nokia made the first 

phone with a __________ screen. Sony made the first smartphone with a __________ .

Apple started selling the iPhone in __________ . It was the first smartphone with all the __________ features in 

one __________ . Soon most mobile phones __________ a lot like the iPhone.

Smartphones make __________ fast and easy. They are __________ and convenient. They easily fit into 

__________ . Even though they are small, they are packed with __________ and information. 

They perform __________ that were not possible with older mobile phones. They have become an __________ 

part of our __________ life.

1. simple a. contemporary

2. feature b. uncomplicated

3. applications  c. indispensable

4. essential d. programs

5. modern  e. attribute

1. Apple invented the smartphone.  T or F

2. The first smartphone was called Simon.  T or F

3. Nokia made the first phone with a camera.  T or F

4. The first iPhone was released in 2007.  T or F

5. Mobile phones have more features than smartphones.  T or F

Smartphone

Gap fill
Listen to the story and fill in the blanks. 

True or false
Choose the correct answer.

Synonym match
Match the words or phrases.
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1. messages / They’re / used / and / send / to / make / calls

2. smartphone / see / we / version / a / of / was / It / the / today / simple

3. mobile / functions / that / not / were / phones / older / They / possible / with / perform /

4. packed / small / information / Even / and / with / they / applications / they / though / are / are

5. phones / the / Soon / looked / lot / like / a / mobile / iPhone / most
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1. What kind of story is this?

2. Summarize the evolution of the smartphone.

3. Inventions often start with a problem. What 

was the problem in this story?

4. What are the pros and cons of a smartphone?

5. How have smartphones changed the way we 

work, play, or study?

6. Which smartphone is better, Apple or 

Samsung?

Smartphone

Anagrams
Move letters. Make a new word. 

ESL discussion questions
Talk about the story

Writing practice
Put the words in the correct order.
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